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THE FLOW OF WATER THROUGH SAND AUB WELL STRAINERS.
I. Introduction.
Wells drawing water from veins of sand are extensively
used by farmers, manufacturers, railroads, and municipalities. The
driven well, as a source of water supi)ly, is a subject of general
interest and importance. The subject is a broad one, involving such
questions as (a) the sinking of wells, (b) the spacing of wells, (c)
the size of v/ells, and (d) the clogging of well and strainer^besides
(e) the flow of water through the sand and well strainer. This in-
vestigation treats particularly of the last question on the basis of
the conditions as in a new well.
|l
The data of the tests are shown on the various diagrams
ijplatted on pages 59 to 87, inclusive.
1, Ackno y;1 e dR^men1 3
.
The tests were made in the Laboratory
of Applied liochanics of the University of Illinois. The Gary sand
was sent to the University by Liessrs. Alvord and Bur dick, from one
of the wells at Gary, Ind. The sand analyses v/ere made in the lab-
oratories of the North Dakota Agricultural College by Robert P.
Stevens, senior student in civil engineering.
II. Apparatus and Materials.
2_. Tank. The tank used in making the tests is shov/n on
pages 32 and 33. V»ater was adjnitted through the supply pipe A. Tiie
strainer was in the center of a cylinder of sand through which the
'water flowed radially. The sand was held away from the tank so the
water would reach all sides freely. The vent at the top allowed the
escape of air which may have been carried with the water. The four

projecting pipes are the ga^es, 1 being against the strainer; 3 near
the outside of the sand cylinder; Z at an intermediate point; and 4
outside of the sand, serving as a check. The pressure head at any
of the gage points was transmitted to and read on the differential
mercury gage. The discharge from the strainer was through pipe B
w^iich was shifted to discharge into waste pipe C or weighing tank D.
3. 8-in. P ip e
.
A section of 8-in. pipe about 6 ft. long
was used to determine the relation between the rate of flow through
sand and the head lost in friction. The gage points ware placed at
intervals of one foot. The pressure heads wore read on the differ-
ential mercury gage. The discharge was wasted or weighed as in the
case of the tank tests. A view of this apparatus is shov/n on page 34.
A- Strainers. The strainers used to a greater or less ex-
tent in the tests were (l) the American V/ell Works shown on page 35,
(2) the Cook shown on page 36, (3) the Henion and Huobell shovm on
page 37, and (4) the Johnson shown on page 38, The dimensions shown
for the strainers are partly from measuren.ent and partly from the
catalog statements of the makers.
5, Sands and Gravels. The mechanical analyses of the sands
and gravels used in the tests are shown on pages 40 to 54, inclusive.
The finest sand used was that of a mixture of the samples
sent from Gary, Ind. The sieve analysis showed the sand to have the
following proi)ertie3: Effective size - 0,145 mm,, and uniformity
coefficient = 1.66. The voids = 38,5^'.
The Hoffman sand was a bank sand used by i.ir. Frank G.
Hoffman in his investigation. The sieve analysis of this sand gave
the effective size = 0.42 mm, and the uniform.ity coefficient = 2,4.
This approximates a samiple of well sand from Eureka, 111, , which had

5however, a lower effective size and a higher uniforr.ity coefficient.
The voids of the Hoffman sand = 35^.
The fine gravel was obtained from bank run by sieving and
v/ashing. The sieve analysis gave the effective size as 1.72 nnr.". and
a uniformity coefficient of 1.45. The voids = 40^^.
The coarse gravel was obtained by the same process as the
fine gravel and a sieve analysis gave the effective size = 4.15 ran,
and a uniformity coefficient of 1.64. The voids = AZ^o,
III. VJater through Free Strainers.
One would expect the flow of water through strainers with-
out sand to follow the laws for the flow through orifices. The only
data available are from the thesis of LIr. N.R. Port erfield for Cook
strainers No, 10 and No. 20. The opening in the Cook strainer is
that of a rectangular orifice and the discharge may be expressed
by Q = caX^gh = c'VhT The following tables show the values of Q and
c' for three values of h, for the two strainers.
Table 1,
Free Strainers,
Cook Strainer No. 10.
h in feet 10 20 30
Q in gallons per minute 152 209 256
c» 48 46.7 46.7
Cook Strainer No. 20.
h in feet 10 20 30
Q in gallons per minute 317 411 445
c' 100 92 81
Q is the discharge expressed in gallons per minute and c^

4a coefficient including the coefficient of discharge, area of ori-
fices and \fZg. The value of c' dee.creases with an increase of h as
in rectangular orifices. The area of openings for No. 20 is twice
that for No. 10 and the value of c' for No. 20 is approximately
twice that for No. 10.
The flow through strainers made of pipe covered with wire
mesh probably follows the same general law. In this form of strain-
er c' would include the loss due to changing direction of flow and
friction through the mesh,
IV. Water through Strainers in Sand.
Gage 1 was used to determine the pressure head in the
sand just outside the strainer. The relation between this head and
the discharge in gallons per minute per square foot of strainer is
shown by diagrams on pages 77 and 78,- page 78 for the Gary sand
and' page 77 for the Hoffman sand.
'J,
Table 1 shows the discharge per square foot of strainer
,
for a free flow (assunied length = 23 inches) and strainers in Hoff-
man and Gary sands, for values of pressure head at outside of strain-
er.

5Table 2.
Effect of Sand on Discharge.
Discharge in Gallons x)er Minute per Square Foot
h Free Hoffn;an Sand Gary Sand
20 10 20 10 20 10
0. 5 87 30. 5 26. 2 22.
1
9.0 7.2
1 109 41.4 37 31. 2 18.
1
11. 6
2 135. 5 55 52. 3 44. 1 36. 18. 6
3 153. 5 oo 64.1 54 54.2 24.5
4 166. 5 74.5 74. 62. 3
5 1 (O Q OOd 0<3. f ^^Q 7
6 189
.
89 90. 6 76. 3
8 208 101 104. 7 88..1
10 225 112 117.0 98. 5
12 240 121
14 252 129 138.4 116. 6

The following tabulations show the values of c' for various
conditions of flow per square foot of strainer^ assuming the relation.
Q = c»Vh:
Cook No. 20
h 1
Q 109
c' 109
Free Flow (Porterfield) Q = c' Vh~
3
153. 5
88.5
5
178
79. 5
Cook No, 20 Coarse Gravel
Hoffman Sand
h 2 19.3
Q 17.3 46.3
c' 12.2 10.5
Cook 1^0. 20 Coarse Gravel
Hoffman Sand
8 14
208 252
73.5 67.3
(beginning) Q = c*yh
Gary Sand
h
Q
c'
2. 2
17. 8
12.
21.2
18.8
4.1
6
9. 85
4.02
(end) Q = c'W
Gary Sand
7.9
10.1
3.6
Cook No. 20 Fine Gravel (beginning) Q = c^Vh'
Hoffman Sand Gary Sand
h 0.4 1.4 2.5 0.1 C. 12 0.15
Q 69.2 130. 179.5 6.2 7.7 16.4
c' 109.2 110 113.5 19.2 22.2 42.3
Cook IIo. 20 Fine Gravel (end) Q = c'V^
Hoffman Sand Gary Sand
h 0.4 1.3 2.4 0.15 0.15 0.18
Q 69.3 128.5 178 6.38 9.7 7.1
•c» 109.5 112.5 115 16.5 25 16.7
2.6
19.
ij
37.4
0.3:
25
45. d
I
CrsnV 20 Hoffman (ISO?) = r* 'VIT\^ V i.i
h 1 3 5 8 14
Q 37 64.
1
82, 7 104. 7 138.4
c' 37 37 37 37 37
P o rilr (J
«
Gary (19C7) = (-> 'l/h— O V Ix
h 1 3
Q 18.1 54. 2
c
'
18.
1
31. 3
\J \J \J £k. No 10 Free Flov; (Porterfield) Q. = c 'l/llw V -^^
h 1 3 5 8 14
Q 41.4 66 82 101 129
c' 41. 4 38 36, 6 35.,7 34. 5
1 Hoffman (1907) Q = c'VF
h 1 3 5 8 14
Q 31. 2 54.0 69, 7 88.
1
116. 6
c' • 31.2 31. 2 31.2 31. 2
\J \J \J No 10 Gary (1907)
h 1 3
Q 11. 6 24. 5
c' 11. 6 14, 3

V. Water through Sand and Gravel.
Tests v/ere made to determine the relation betv/een loss of
head and discharge through a uniform cross section of sand or gravel.
From this relation comes the general expression v - kh^ in which
V = velocity, h = rate of loss of head, k = a constant for each sand,
and n = some power of h.
6. Gary Sand. The relation between head and discharge
through Gary sand is shown graphically on page 73. The equation of
the curve is Q = 0.113 h, (v - kh) showing a direct relation be-
tween rate of loss of head and velocity of flow.
7_. Hoffman Sand. The equation of the curve, as shown on
QO^ 384:
page 74, is Q = 1.4 h •'"'^ , (v = kh '"^ ) showing that h varies as
^1 .131
8. Fine Gravel. The curve shown on page 75 is for fine gravel
and the equation is Q = 13 h (v = kh*^) from which it is seen
X V, 1 .67that h varies as v .
^
9. Coarse Gravel. The equation for the curve for coarse
53 .53
gravel shown on page 76 is Q = 19.8 h* , (v =^ kh ' ), which gives
1 89h as varying with v .
,
10. Radial Flow. The relations expressed above between I
velocity and rate of loss of head are derived from flow through uni-
I
form cross-sections of sand and gravel and afford a means of deter-
mining the loss of head betv/een any two radial points as the water
flows throui^^h the sand toward the strainer.
For Gary sand Q ~ 0.113 h for a cross-section of .342 sq. ft
from which
Q ^ 0. 113 h _ Q
A 0.342 2 Tt'r t
and 2.076 h = —A— or h = .4822 7~

9in which h = rate of loss of head in feet per foot, Q = discharge in
gallons per minute, r = radius of cylinder of sand in feet, and t =
the length of strainer and thickness of sand vein in feet.
Integrating with respect to r and using h as the total
head lost between two points
h = .4822- _dr
^0
=
.4822-f^(loge r)
= l.ll-4-(log^Q r)^^
= l.ll-f-(log r, - log r^) (1)
which is the expression for the head lost between r^ and r^ for Q,
gallons per mdnute through t thickness of vein of Gary sand.
For Hoffman sand through a section of .342 sq.ft.
.884
Q = 1 .4 h from which
A 76^
.
2 TT r t
.884
and 25. 72 h =
"tV"
( Q
)'*'^'
^ = ( 25.72-Fn
Integrating and using h as before
1 .131 -p
.
_i ( Q__) ( 1 ) '
-.131 ( 25.72 t ) ( JL3T)^
1 1 (Q) ( 1
.151 ^ 39.36 (t) ( \
o

10
. ,1.131,
= ^ .194(£) ( 1__^ _!__)
(t) ( r. .isr- - ^^,131 ) (2)
The expression Q = 13 h '"^ represents the relation between,
rate of loss of head and discharge through the fine gravel v*'hen the
area of cross-section = .342 sq. ft.
1 .667
238.8 h-^ =
-jAf
^ = (wIt t )
Integrating as before
1.667
,
1 .667
' r (1)
( 238,8 t ) *J (r)
h =
1.667
= - .0001328
The relation betv/een loss of head and discharge through
0,342 sq.ft. of coarse gravel is Q =19.8h'"' from which
363 .77 h
.53
_ Q
~ r t
or h -
, ,1.887
( 0. )
( 363.77 rt)
Integrating
( r. ,
^l•887
h _ ( Q,, ) f 1)
^
- ( 363 .TTt ) J (?)
.1.887
= - .00001659
-^j- \-^^y - -^tA (4)
• c
Tables 3 and 4 show a comparison of the loss of head and
radial flow through sand as given by direct measurement of head and
quantity and by formula. Table 3 applies to Gary sand for which
the head lost is h - 1.11 (log r, - log r^). Table 4 applies to
Hoffman sand, the flow in gallons per minute being given in the first
colum.n. and the m^easured value of h in the second column. Coluiun 3
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shows the values of h as given by formula (3) derived from the flov/
through a uniform section of sand. Column. 4 gives values of h from
a formula applicable to each loading of the tank and derived by
assuming the rate of loss of head to equal the loss from gage 3 to
gage 2 divided by the distance between gages. Column 5 shows the
values of h for the low velocities as computed from the formula
h = .Oess-l'-dog r, - log Tq). This follows the assuniption that
the head lost varies directly as the velocity, for lov/ velocities.
Table 3.
Head Lost in Gary Sand.
Q h, feet h, feet F/E
g/m Formula Experiment
Cook No. 20 t = 0.968 foet
r = 1 .062 ft. r = .115 ft.
' o
5 5.53 3.2 1,73
10 11.06 7,8 1.42
14 15.5 11.6 1.34
r,= 0.594 ft, r^ =- 0.115 ft.
5 4.08 2.8 1.46
10 8.16 6.5 1.26
14 11.45 9.7 1.18
Henion and Hubbell No. 20 t = 0,916 ft,
r^ = 1.115 ft. Tq = 0.167 ft.
5 4.5 4.7 0.96
10 9.0 9,3 0,97
15 13,5 13.8 0.98
r, = 0.646 ft. r^ = 0.167 ft.
5 3.56 3.5 1.02
10 7.1 6.9 1.03
15 10.7 10.4 1,03
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Tablo 5 (Continued)
Head Lost in Gary Sand.
Q h, feet h, feet
g/m Formula Experiment
^
F/E Dat0_
Johnson Uo, 10.
r,= 1.062 ft.
t ^
r -
1. 104 ft.
0.115 ft.
5 4. 85 3. 1. 58 9/3
5 4. 85 2.8 1. 70 4
5 4. 85 3.9 1. 22 6
10 9.7 3.
1
1.59 3
10 9. 7 5. 5 1. 77 4
10 9.7 7. 7 1. 26 6
15 14. 3 9.1 1. 6 3
15 14, 6 8.4 1. 74 4
r 0. 594 ft. r = 0. 115 ft.
5 3. 58 2.4 1. 49 3
5 3. 58 2. 1. 79 4
5 3. 58 2. 7 1. 32 6
10 7. 17 4.8 1.49 3
10 7. 17 4.0 1. 79 4
10 7. 17 5. 5 1. 31 6
15 10. 76 7.2 1. 49 5
15 10. 76 6. 1. 79 4
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Table 5 (Continued)
Head Lost in Gary Sand.
Q h, feet. feet
g/m Formula Experiment F/E
Cook No. 20 t = 0..968 ft,
r, = 1,062 ft. ro = 0,115 ft.
5 5.54 3.7 1,6
10 11,07 7.4 1,5
14 15,5 10,4 1.49
r^ = 0.594 ft. r^ - 0.115 ft.
5 4,08 3.1 1.32
10 8.17 6.2 1.32
14 11.45 8.7 1.32
Cook No. 10, t = 1. 042 ft.
r, =^ 1.062 ft. r^^ 0.115 ft,
5 5,13 5,0 1,03
10 10.27 10.0 1.03
15 15.4 15.0 1.03
r, = 0.594 ft. r^ = 0,115 ft.
5 3,8 4,3 0.88
10 7.6 8.5 0.89
15 11.4 12.7 0.90

Table 4.
Head Lost in Hoffman Sand,
Johnson No. 10. t = 2.083 ft.
14
•h ^
(f.25
h =.0928 I
(log r - log^b)
Exper-i
' iment.:
-
i 131 1
;
h F/E :
.
1 )
7.25 )
^0
h P/E : h F/E
r,= 1 .365 ft. 0.115 ft.
30 1.4 1.46 1.04 1.83 1. 31 1.44 1. 03
60 3.9 3.19 0.82 4. 36 1. 12 2.88 0. 74
92 o. o 5. 17 0. 78 7.44 1. 13
137 10.8 8. 11 0. 75 12. 24 1. 13
153 12. 6 9. 19 0. 73 14.05 1. 12 7.3 0. 58
r,= 0.802 ft. 0. 115 ft.
30 1. 1 1. 18 1. 07 1, 53 1.39 1. 12 1.02
60 2.9 2. 5 0.80 3.64 1. 26 2. 24 0.77
92 5.3 4. 19 0. 79 G. 2 1. 17
137 8.9 e>. o 0. 74 10.2 1. 15
153 10. 3 7.46 0. 73 11, 7 1.14 5.8 5.6
t
15
li= -
Q
g/ni
Exper-
iment
Table 4 (Continued)
Cook No. 20. t
^4!-''fei3i ----Mil
1.916 ft.
n =
1 )
F/E
^1 .o.-l ^
{'"^'^^ 7.323)
h F/E
.0928 1 (lo- r,
- log
h F/E
30
50
100
1.3
2.9
8. 5
140 14.
1
1.365 ft.
1.6
2.79 0.96
6.25 0.73
9.14 0.65
1. 23
=^ 0. 115 ft.
1.9 1.54 1,56
3.7 1.28 2.6
9.3 1.08
14.5 1.03 7.3
1.2
0, 90
0. 52
30
50
100
1. 1
2. 5
7. 3
r =
140 12.4
0.802 ft.
1.3 1.18
2.3 0.92
5.07 0.70
7.4 0.60
0. 115 ft.
1. 61
2. 82
1.46 1.225
1.13 2.04
7.91 1.09
12.34 1.00 5.7
1. 11
0.82
0.46
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Table 4 (Continued)
Head Lost in Hoffman Sand.
American Well Works. t = 1.98 ft.
"h — _ h - -
.1012(1
j.l96
r )
1 )
.131 )
(1 1 )
.196 ~ .196 )
^
»
-'0
Q
g
Sxper-
h F/E • h F/E h F /E
= 1.417 ft. r = 0.167 ft.
50 2. 1 2. 32 1. 11 2.34 1.11 2. 18 1.04
100 7. 1 5. 08 0. 715 5. 36 0. 755 4. 36 0. 61
175 14, 3 9. 57
= 0.854
0.67
It.
10,46
r = 0.167
0.73
ft.
7.6 0.53
50 1. 7 1. 83 1.08 1.87 1. 10 1. 66 0.98
100 5. 7 4. 00 0.70 4. 29 0. 75 3. 32 0. 58
175 12. 3 7. 54 0. 61 8. 37 0. 68 5.8 0.47
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Table 4. (Continuod)
Head Lost in Hoffman Sand.
Henion & Hubbell t = 1 .312 ft.
J
h - - 194r^I .13Vl 'h - - 0618r
i .282
:)
,
:h .0928
-
:
1
^
,1
^0
)
31 )
(1 1
(r .282 -
)
282
)
Q '
g/rn
Exx:i3r-
iment h F/E h P/E h
r,= 1 .396 ft. 0.146 ft.
30 1.8 1.39 0. 77 1. 83 1. 02 1,5
53 4.3 2. 79 0. 65 4.07 0.95 2, 5
84 7.9 4,46 0. 57 6. 8 0,87
140 15. 2 7.95 0. 52 13.2 0. 87 6, 25
r = 0.833
t
ft. T^^ 0. 146 ft.
30 1. 5 .92 0. 62 1. 51 1. 01 1. 16
56 3 « 9 1.86 0.48 3, oo 0..86 1. 93
84 6.9 2.95 0.43 5. 59 0.81
140 13.4 5. 26 0. 39 10. 86 0. 81 4,8
F/E
0.83
0. 58
0.41
0, 77
0. 50
0. 36

18
Q Exper-
in^ent
.
Table 4 (Continued)
Head Lost in Hoflixian Sand.
Cook No. 10. t = 1 .916 ft.
^ = -
.194(|f .131'
1 )
~.131 )
H F/E
h = .0938|(log i;
F/E
30 1.9
120 10.2
130 13.5
r,= l.obo it.
1.6 0.84
7.7 0.76
10. 62 0. 79
r = 0. 115 ft.
o
1 .56 0. bJa
8. 3 0.62
30
120
1.5
3. 2
160 11.0
0.802 ft.
1.3 0.87
6.23 0.76
8.6 0.78
= 0.115 ft,
1.23
o. o
0.82
0. 60
30
80
2.4
7.8
126 12.1
= 1.363 ft.
1.6 0,67
4.85 0.62
8.1 0.67
r = 0.115 ft.
o
1. 56
8. 3
0. 65
0.69
r,= 0.802 ft.
30 2.0 1.3 0.65
80 6.6 3.9 0.59
r ^ 0.115 ft.
o
1. 23 0. 62
126 10.1 6. 6 0. 65 6. 6 0. 65,
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A study of the ratios F/E, i.e., the value of h by formula
divided by that from experiment, given in Table 3, shows that for
Gary sand: (l) in any ^roup the ratios are nearly constant; and (2)
for the various groups the ratios are widely different. The ratios
for any group should be constant if the formula is correct in form.
The ratios for the two groups under each strainer should differ (l)
if the gage points were not at the position indicated by r and (2)
if the sand between gages 5 and 2 was more or less compact than that
between gages 2 and 1.
A study of the ratios of Table 4 for the Hoffman, sand shows
that in the results from the general formula (2)
(1) the ratios for the various groups vary considerably, and (2) the
ratios decrease as the quantity increases. The values by special
formulas in the fourth column give larger values of the ratio than
the general formula but still decreasing as the quantity increases.
The straight line formula gives a ratio for the low values of flow
(Column 5) approximating that for the higher flows by the special
formula.
for the higher flows through sand of the nature of the Hoffman sand
or coarser. It is also apparent that an expression of the form
will not give correct values of h for both large and small values of
It is apparent that a straight line relation will not hold
Since the points for the low velocities in the 8-in, pipe

30
exparirnents approximate a straight line, it is possible that the
direct relation between head lost and velocity holds for lov/ veloci-
ties through sands, and for sr.all quantities
h = c £ (log r , - log r^ )
and for higher velocities the value of the head lost as the water
(Q)^^+l
( 1 1 )flows toward the strainer becomes h =
-^(t\ ) -
or h = c| (log r,- log r^) - kI^]""^ - ^ )
t -^o
The second term of the last expression is used for the higher veloci-
ties near the strainer.
The value of r for the division betv/een the straight line
C
and curve relation of head lost to velocity is given by r = m.^ in
which r is distance in feet from center of the strainer, Q is the
discharge in gallons per minute, t is the length of strainer and
thickness of sand layer, and m is a factor depending on the nature
of the sand. The value of m will be determined by the point of
tangency of the two relations in the flow through a uniform section.
For the loss of head for radial flov/ within the cylinder of radius
r the ex-oression h = -K )— - ——(
'I -^0
C
will appl)^ and the greatest value of h v/ill occur when r^ = m — .
This equals of c^ (log r, - log r^ ) which is applicable outside
the cylinder of radius r = m^ .
A considerable discrepancy appears among the ratios of the
various groups shown in Tables 3 and 4. ^.ir. Charles S. Slichter, in
his discussion of "The Llotions of the Underground V<aters" (Water
Supply li>Irrigat ion Paper No. 87) gives the following table showing
the effect of rjorosity on the relative rate of flow of water through
sand.
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Table 5.
Porosity and Relative Flow
Porosity or per cent of voids 30 32 34 36 38 40
Relative flow C. 81 1.00 1.22 1.47 1.76 2.09
This shows that a change of porosity from 38^: to 40< in-
creases the relative flow nearly IS^'.
A large part of the discrepancy among the ratios of the
various groups is probably due to the difference in compactness of
the sand in the several tests. The position of the 8-in. pipe pre-
vented the usual method of compacting the sand for those tests. In
fact the pipe was charged with dry sand. This probably accounts in
a large measure for the low value of h by formulas (l) and (2).
This investigation has bean limited to a vein of sand of
the same thickness as the length of strainer. If the strainer was
longer than the thickness of the vein, only that part in the vein
would be useful and therefore the available length is only that with-
in the vein.
If, however, the strainer does not reach the limits of the
vein, the condition of flow will not be that assuiaed in these tests.
If the thickness of the vein was considered as equal to the length of
the strainer in computing the loss of head, the extra thickness would
be to that extent a margin of safety. A closer approximation might
be made by considering the lines of flow deflected toward some point
in the strainer between the middle of the strainer and the middle of
the sand vein. Such refinement would usually not be warre^nted as the
sand seldom is of a uniform grade vertically throughout the vein.
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VI. The Hydraulics of Wells.
11. Frict ion and Velocity^ Head_. The v;ells drawing water
from sand veins are seldom of extreme depth and usually have to be
pumxjed. The loss of head due to friction and velocity is a question
of pumping and will not be discussed further here.
|
13. Entrance Head at Strainer. The diagrams on pages 77 to
80, inclusive, show the relation of head and flow through various
strainers without sand and with Gary and Hoffman sands. It appears
that the size of the opening in the strainers, the effective size of
the sand, and the net area of the openings all affect the discharge
for a given head. Three of the strainers shown on the diagraiu, page
78, seem to give a great.er discharge with Gary sand than with Hoffman.
These three are projected beyond the highest value of any of the tests
and perhaps assume conditions which could not be reached. The relat-||
ive capacity is probably correctly shown. It will be noted that the
strainers of approximately equal diari;eter in Hoffman sand have curves
of similar form.
A discharge of 70 to 90 gallons per minute per square foot
is possible in Hoffman sand, for a head of 5 feet when the conditions
are favorable as in a new well. As the well is intermittently used
the fine sand will be carried toward the strainer and be lodged near
or against it, thus materially increasing the head required for a
given flow. It may, therefore, be in.portant to provide some means of
holding this finer sand some distance from the strainer. This may be
done by introducing a body of coarse sand or gravel into the vein of
sand through the well and setting the strainer in this coarser mater-
ial.
Tests were made with a ring of gravel of radius = 0.276 ft.
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surrounding the strainer (Cook Ho. 20) in both Gary and Hoffman sand.
\
Two grades of gravel were used. The tests were continued over consid-
erable time with an approximately uniform head in the tank outside the
cylinder of sand. The results of the tests are shown on diagrams on
pages 81 to 87, inclusive. The results of certain mechanical analy-
ses of sands and gravels are of interest in this connection as will
be noted later.
Water was run through the sand and strainer a short time
before readings were taken and what happened at the beginning of the
flow can only be judged by the behavior after readings were begun.
A study of the diagrams on pages 83 and 84 for fine gravel
in Hoffman sand shows, for flows ranging from 23 to 110 gallons per
minute; (l) that the readings of gage 1 and the discharge run parallel
indicating no special change in the condition of the gravel at the
istrainer; (2) that gages 1 and 2 show similar curves indicating no
change in the resistance through the gravel; and (.3) that gages 2 and
jj3 run nearly parallel indicating very slight change, if any, in the
isand between these two gages. A comparison of the mechanical analysis
of the gravel before and after use with Hoffman sand (pages 45 and 50)
shows that only a small amount of fine material v/as carried into the
l^ravel ring.
The diagrams on pages 8G and 87 show the gage readings and
discharge through Gary sand around fine gravel. There is more varia-
tion in the head and discharge than for Hoffman sand around fine
gravel. The following conclusions may be drawn from the study of the
diagrams for the Gary sand: (l) a slight change in head at the strain-
er makes a material change in the discharge, (2) that on starting or
increasing the flow there is considerable shifting of the sand betv/eon

gages 3 and 2 as indicated by curves for Au^, 4rth. and 11th, (5) that
within 5 hours the conditions are adjusted, and(4) that considerable
Gary sand is carried into the gravel. That considerable Gary sand goes
into the fine gravel is seen by comparing the ruechanical analysis
(pages 43 and 49) before and after the test. The effective size is
reduced from 1,5 mr.., to 0.23 LiUi. and there is a change of about 4 in
the percentage of voids. A siuall amount of Gary sand was found in
the bottom of the strainer. A sieve analysis (page 53) showed the
coarsest of this to be about 0. 6 mm. in diameter.
The diagrams for coarse gravel in Hoffman sand on pages 81
and 32 show that for low velocities: (l) none of the sand was carried
into the gravel, for gages 1 and 2 remained equal and constant; (2)
the discharge ran practically constant for a constant head on gage 1;
(3) there was a shifting of the sand betv/een gages 3 and 2 which
ceased after 2 hours:- and for higher velocities: (4) gages 1 and 2
were equal but increased rapidly for about 5 hours and slov^ly for 20
hours more; (b) the discharge decreased rapidly for the first 5 hours
and less rapidly for the remainder of the test; and (6) the reading
of gage 3 approached closer that of gage 2 as the discharge decreased
These conditions indicate that there was no material change in the
sand between gages 3 and 2 and since gages 2 and 1 are equal that the
increased resistance and decreased discharge are due to the lodging
of sand against the openings of the strainer. The mechanical analy-
'
sis (pages 51 and 54) shows the coarse gravel to contain more fine
j
material after the test than before.
The diagrams on page 85 are for the coarse gravel in Gary
sand. They show (l) that after 5 hours there is a fairly uniform re-
lation among the several gages and the discharge; (2) that for the
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first 2 hours the discharge is constant v«fith an increase in the read-
ing of gage 1 with very little change in the readings of gages 2 and
3; and (5) that from hours 2 to u there is an increase in the dis-
charge and a decrease in all of the gage readings. These conditions
indicate that Gary sand is carried into the coarse gravel and against
the strainer at the beginning of the test. The mechanical analysis
(pages 51 and 53) shows the gravel to contain a very considerable
amount of sand at the end of the test. As the discharge tends to
^lessen and the gage readings increase, it is probable that sand is
continuously carried into the gravel and strainer.
The use of the ring of gravel will materially increase the
discharge for a given head. This increase will be only temporary if
the gravel is not properly selected. Indeed it may becoiuG worse than
useless if there are many large particles which become surrounded
with fine sand so as to give a low porosity. The object of the grav-^
li
el ring is to reduce the resistance near the strainer where the vel-
ocity is highest. To do this Lhe gravel must be of high porosity
Sand at the same time not so coarse as to permit the passage of the
sand. Obviously, the larger the radius of the gravel ring the less
the velocity at its surface and hence the less the tendency to carry
in the sand. The second advantage of the gravel is that it keeps
j
the net area of the strainer nearly that of a free strainer and hence
increases the discharge for a given head. '
VII. Conclusions.
The important facts brought out in this investigation are
jibrought together in the following summary:
(l) The discharge through free strainers follows the lav/s
of flow for orifices.
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(2) The discharge for a given head increases with an in-
crease in the net area of the strainer, whether the increase in net
area is due to larger strainer openings or to the use of coarser sand
(3) The capacity of a strainer with large openings suffers
a greater reduction in discharge by the addition of sand than does
one of fine mesh.
(4) Fine sand reduces the net area and discharge to a great-
er extent than does a coarser sand,
(5) The capacity of a Cook No. 20 with Hoffman sand is ap-
proximately equal that of a No, 10 v/ithout sand,
(S) The rate of loss of head in fine sand varies directly
as the velocity, approximating capillary action.
(7) The rate of loss of head in any sand varies directly
as the velocity for low velocities.
(3) The rate of loss of head varies with some power of the
elocity greater than 1 for higher velocities and coarser materials,-
the power increasing as the material becomes coarser. The power be-
comes nearly 2 for the coarse gravel of these tests.
(9) The rate of loss of head decreases as the effective
size and porosity of the sand increase. I
C(10) That a formula of the form h = c^ (log r, - log Tq)
will not hold true for all values of Q in a coarse sand or gravel.
(11) The compacting of the sand around the strainer in pre-
paring for the tests is an important factor in determining the flov/
j
for a given head,
(12) The compactness of the sand in the vein may not be
du|)licated in the test or in the determination of the voids, and
therefore formulas derived from tests such as these m.ay not be wholly':
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applicable to every well. The sand of the vein is probably the more
compact so that formulas are apt to give Q, too large for the given
loss of head.
(13) A body of coarse sand or gravel, if properly selected
and placed, will reduce the resistance to flow through the strainer.
(14) A body of gravel which is so coarse as to become
choked with fine sand is v/orae than useless.
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^ Appendix
I
Suggestions for Future Tests
The results of the preceding tests do not give conclusive
evidence on several points and further tests will doubtless be made.
The shortcoraings of some of the methods and apparatus used were dis-
closed in working up the results, which could not well be done at the
time of making the tests and hence improvements were not made.
The following may be of value:
(1) Gage 4 was of very little service and could better be
used in the sand body.
(2) 3ome of the readings of gage 1 are low, especially for
small flow, and could be more correctly read on a water colujnn.
(3) The compactness of the sand is an important factor in
the loss of head through the sand and a set of 4 points at intervals
of 90 degrees at any given distance from the strainer v;ould give
more reliable results. Each should be read independently and for
shifting conditions simultaneously and the average reading used as
the head for that gage.
(4) By the use of a sector of sand and strainer the behav-
ior of the v/ater as it came through the strainer could be observed.
The path of any particular part of the water could be measured and
its velocity head determined. This is important in the determination
of the most efficient make of strainer as the effect of the sand and
loss of head through the strainer openings can thus be studied.
(o) If the values of c and n in the expression c = cd"
(t)
;
are to be determined the sand should be selected and graded so as to
have factors such as porosity and uniformity coefficient the same in
several cases.

(5) The tests to determine the loss of head due to flow
through a uniform cross-section of sand are of considerable import- ij
ance, as on these depend the form of the expression for the loss of
li
head in radial flo?/. It is perhaps advisable to roui^hen the inter-
ior of the container by fastening sand to its walls. Loading and
unloading should be done so as not to loosen the grains adhering to
the sides. Care should also be taken in compacting the sand so as
to reach the same condition as in other tests. The difference in
the size of the container and perhaps in tamping with or at right .
angles to the direction of flow may affect a variation in results.
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List of Dia^jrams
Apparatus Page
Plan of tank 32
View of tank and differential gage 33
Yiexi of 8-in. pipe and weighing tank 34
American Well Works strainer 35
Cook strainer 36
Henion and Hubbell strainer 37
Johnson strainer 38
Interior viev/ of tank with sand and gravel ring 39
Mechanical Analysis of Sand 40 - 58
Gary sand 40
Hoffman sand 41-45
Test in 8-in. pipe 41
Near coarse gravel before test 43
Near coarse gravel after test 43
Near outside of tank before test 44
Near outside of tank after test 45
Fine gravel 46 - 50
Test with 8-in, pipe ' 46-47
In Gary sand before test 48
In Gary sand after test 49
After high run with Hoffman sand 50
Coarse gravel 51-54
In Gary sand before test 51
In Gary sand after test 52 - 53
In Hoffman sand after test 54

Sample from horizontal section of discharge pipe
Sample from inside strainer
Sample from well northwest of Loda, 111.
Sample of cleanings from well from which a
"corroded" strainer had been removed after several years us
Data of Tests of Strainers in Sand
Data of Tests with 8-in. Pipe
Comparison of Various Strainers
In Hoffman sand
In G-ary sand
Data from Ploffman's Thesis
Comparison of Discharge for Cook Strainers with
and without Sand
Coarse Gravel Ring in Hoffman Sand
Fine Gravel Ring in Hoffman Sand
Coarse Gravel Ring in Gary Sand
Fine Gravel Ring in Hoffman Sand

Elevat/on
6/iETCH SHOW/NG
INLET, CYLINDER OF
SAND, STRAINER,
GAGES AND OUTLET
WITH TANK USED
IN TESTS
9 6 3
SCALE
•
33

54

American Well Works Strainer
yV/dth of elif
Area of efroz/yer
per mch of/er?^f/7
Area of slits
per /r?^/? o/sfrawer
eg. //7. ^gff. eg./n. s^.f/.
0.0/02 0.2^9 /2./a o.oa^f 0.0243
Note : T/7e sf-r/jos co/er aj6oi/f :^ of ff?/s stra/ner

CooH Stra/ner
1 1
W/dth of6/it
Areo of s/ro'/Vyer
per //7c/7 of /e/7g//;
/^rea of e///s
per /'nc/; ofsfraj/yer
mm SCj.//;. Sf/'n.
6 oooe 0J^24 OO 6 2EP 0,00/f6
/o 00/0 0.2P4 99 II 0.57P 0.0026
0.020 o.foa /f 11 0.7/0 OOO^E
ve rows o/sf/U /^ "/o/?^; 6 ^//fs per ////ea/ /'/7c/p

HeNION AND HuBBElStRAINLR
Area of <5/ra//7er
per /'/7c/? of /e/7g//?
'Sq.//?.
0.07 6^
Note ; Net area were not defer/vIned

IF
—
^
A:
38
Johnson St/ra/nkr
W/'dffy of6///
Aj'ea o/ <sfro//7er
per /'/7c/7
Area of 6///s
per /'/7ch 6>/>s//a'/'/7er
//76 • /vm. 6^. //7. sqJ/.
/o 0.0/O 0.2^4 a. 6^ 0.O6 0. 0.00333
20 0.0^0 O.^OQ // t$ 0.96 0.00 6^7
30 0.030 0. 76 2 // // o.o/o

1 Interiof? v/ew or tanh showing HorrMAN
ji
;
^ANO, GRAVEL R/NG AND GAGE POINT NO. 2,

Mechanical Analys/s ofSand
Test No. _
6o/77p/e fro/Ti
Ci£Lry_S^ia'-L
AnoJi/zed by
_ _
Dofe c^//ec//o/?_
Dote cfa/7o/j/sJs
_
f?e/7?or/rs
_lIo_Lds_^_3a.J37
c •
No.
\S/ze
/77/77 (j>/ u/Tvo zaACc/7/
^. Oi n... r,
L,C 1, 05 ;J70. 7 90. a
oO 0. 82 25G. 2 7
50 0. 29 234.
7-i- 0. 19 91.4 :)0. 6
i i.X) 0. 17 49. o It). 1.)
0. 08
C. 04 0. 054
E ffecti Ve s/ z.e =,0 .J4 i2 /77/77. ly/?/for/7?ify ^oeff/c/spf i ». q.q_
" """I ' " ' I 1 1 II H mil 1 1 iiijiiii 'I'll I I 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
2JL
J_LLL
±0.
20 ^
10 I 1 1 I II II mi 'II
3 C
I I I I im II 1
1
0.5
J2^
/7
JLL. I 1 I I > M^^IMfl 1^1^ 5

Mechanical Analysis of Sand
Test No.
6o//?p/e fro/n
Ho.ffman Sand
AnoJ(/zed Jby ;
Dofe ^/co//ecf/o/?_
_
Dote ofa/po/^s/s
_
.
Ffe/7?or/rs
.
Voi ds_=_3 3 . 8^^
Lffective s/ze =._o^43_/77/77. L/t7/formify coeffJc}ent=
'III 1 II 1 1 1 I M MM Tnr
1 1 1 ( 1 I 1 1 II MM T T
O-U.
70
^0
' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i
1 1 1 1 1 1 "fi II TTTT 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1
^0
4-n
—
=K
20
« It 1 1 1 i i 1 1 1 1 1 II II l\ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1
—
-^-^
-^^-^
e
_I_._£_1_LJ_I_1_1 1 1 1 1 11 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II MM 1 1 1 1 1
-O^
0.3
aa
/V/lUh >/7 'dr 7 ///V r?ete r$
o/- ^
1 llP
\
II ir
^^
1^
1 } 1 r 1 1 ir 11^ 1 iiP: 1^ 1 1 5
{5/eve
/vo. /77/r? rtrce/7t
6 o. 47 2^9 . (J 98. 7
10 01 205. 1
idO 1. 05 14r3. 1 61. 7
50 0. 62 68. 9 39. 1
50 0. 29 8. 1 3.4
74 0. 19 ") 1. 35

Mechanical Analysis of Sand
Test No. _
{5o/77p/e £ri?/n
Hoi" Sand
AnoJi/zed by a.
Dote cfa/?o/j/s/s
Ffe/VO/As N_Gar„G0cLr38_gra_iral
c •O/eve
No.
i>Jz.e
/T7/77 rerce/?/
6 3.47 198. 2 96. 8
10 2. 01 178. 9 87. 3
1. 05 130. 1 63. 5
:d4 0. 8o 99. 3 48. 5
30 0. 62 63. 3 30.9
50 0. 29 9.1 4.4
. 74 0. 19 I) 1. 7
ctive s/ze =. _o_. 4o /t?/??. U/7/formify coeff/c}er?f= 2^ 4
5

Mechanical Analysis of Sand
Test No.
.fi^_
6o/7?p/e fro/77
Ho^'i'i^n Sand.
AnoJ(/zed by __s
Dole £^fco/leclJo/?_i^y^^^_ 28, _1908.
Date ofa/7£?/j/s/s
Ffe/770/A'S
_
3am;^l0 noar, g.ravel
iSep_pic_ture )
_yp ids _ 1 00 so _=_41 ^'jc
P.3-ckedf
_31._37;
Ve S/ze 0.56/77/77.
TTT
No. Cra/^7S r^rc€77f
5.47 10^. 1 95, 'fZ
10 a. 01 33.4 77. 6
20 1. 05 49. 1 45. 7
30 0. 62 20. 18. 6
50 0. 39 3. 2. 7
74 0. 19 1.4 lt3
U/7/formfly coeff/c/e7?f= 2^44_

Mechanical Analysis of Sand
Test No. Amount o/7a/i/z6>d ^2A\^^_ jpra/vs
6o/7?p/efrom
Hpf fraan_Sa.nd
AnoJi/zed by __3
Do/e ofco/fecfjOf? 13,_1908.
Dote cfat7a/j/s/s
Ffe/VOy/fS
_ Sajnjils. i^an_from_
near_out3i^cie _oi_tanki_
_
_loqss_ 34^7^
pack0_d_=_32.J'|
Effective s/ze ^3^^(^/77/77. L/t7/formify coeff/c}ept=
'III
. 11 1 1 1 1 1 r MM II FT —r-
1
1 1
1
1
1
T
1
T
1 1 1 1
1
~i II
1
—
r
1
-r
1
FT
1
a
7/7
60 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 .> 1 1 1 1 (Ml
1 1 1 1 1 1
i/f TTTT Mil 1 1 1 1 1
-
4-n
20 ^
^
/<? , ^. .... 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II II 1/ 1 1 1 1 1 II II Mil II II 1 1 1 1 1
—
-^-^
4—1^
-. 'li
1 11 1 1 1 1 ll /ill II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III Mil 1 1 1 1 1
c
0.3
Da y/7 '<?, r 7 /V/ //// r7ete
Of- ^
1 1 II .11111 1 II?
\
iiir
h;
1"^
1 i 1 1 1 ir 11^ 1 lir 1^ 1
<^
1^
1 r 5
5i
C •O/eve
No. m/r? Cra/??s rsrce/7t
6 231. 5 96.
10 2. 01 203. 6 84.4
20 1. 05 132. 3 54.8
30 0. 62 56.4 23. 4
50 0.29 5. 2
74 0. 19 1. G 0. 06

Mechanical Analysis ofSand
Test No. _H^__
6o/7?p/efro/n
Hoffrnan ^and
AnoJi/zed by ___s
Dole afc^/lecf/o/7_ Aug^ 28, _ 1908.
Dote cfa/7o/j/sls
Ffe/VOrAs _Sainpl.e_at _outsijJe__
_(See_p_ictur3
)
_
Vqids_=_o7._3^^
•O/eve
No. mm rwrce/7f
5. 47 214. 9G, 1
10 2. 01 185. 7 33, 2
20 1. 05 122, 6 b5.
24 0. 85 91. 2 40. 3
50 0. 62 54. 4 24. 4
40 0. 52 6. 7 3.
. 74 0. 19 2. 8 1, 25
Effecfi
III! —1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 MM Mil
1 11
T
\
T\ 71 11 ri1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1
T
a u
7/7
1 II 1 1 1 • 1 1 III! II 1
1
1 1 1 1 1
LKll TTTT 1 II 1 1 1 1 1
20 <^
JO ....
1 '1 1 1 1 1 IX 1 1 1
1
lllf 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Mil 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-^-^
1
-^^—S^^
, 'ib
/
1 1 1 II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.5
_£L^
as
Al)r / 7 //// r$
0./. ^
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 llp
\
II ir 1^ ^ 1 i 1 T 1 1 ir llft^ llir
Ci
1^
1 1 r 51

46
Test No. -
6o/7?p/e from _
Mechanical Analysis ofSand
_Qriiyal.-
AnoJj^zed by B
Dole afco/lecfjo/?
_ juij: j3a,_i9Da.
Dote ofo/po/i/s/s
f?e/770/'AS _PjLQ.k^d_ £irQ.uncL C_£) (ik_
_
Ng._2Pj_in ^ary_ sancL.
L S/ei/e
No. rrJ /TJ/// 'f
Ar7?omlf^ss/oQ
o ob, 5
"1 ?. 01 99. '6 44. 3
20 1. 05 35.6 15. 5
^0 0.82 32. 5 14. 2
0. 29 27. 3 11.9
74 0. 19 18.9 8, 25
-
Jo.i ds_ -_ 3_o ._5^
£^ffactive s/ze ^o^Z6_/r?/77. O/7/formily soeff/c/er?t=^v:L.£:>b

Mechanical Analysis ofSand
Test No. . FGg. Amou/?t o/7a/i^zec^ = r^sa, 5 jpto/Tpa
6o/7?p/e ^rom
Fin8_ Gravel
AnoJi/zed biy __L
Dole co/lecfJo/7_ :^ ^, _ i_> _i9 os_. _
a/7a/j/sls
f^e/VO/'/fS
_
PaciLSvi around Gqpk
No,_ <iO_in_Gar_Y _sand.
{5/ei/e
/vo. rBrce/7f
6. '1:7 i. 7 . 1
j_ ^; *o . i 36. ^>
1. 05 1. 1
Effecfi
9
.
Mechanical Analys/s of Sand
Voids = 43, 0/l
Test No. jc^ _ Amou/7t o/7a/i/z£'^ j^ra/TPs
6o//?p/efrom
Fine Gmvel
Ano/j/zed by __3
Do/e ofco//ecfjo/?_ au-^. ii^.ijps.
Dote ofa/7o/ys/s
/I'e/nor/fs
_
-in ^-in._ELi£Le.!
c •
No. /r?/77 Cra/^76 rercer?f
d 5.47 204. 5b 90.
10 2. 01 83. 8b 3 S . id
30 1. 05 1. Ob 0, 4d
50 0. 62 0. bb 0. 26
bO 0. 29 0, 4b 0. 19
74 0. 19 0. 30 0. 13
Effective s/ze ^\^i,mm. 0/7/formify ^oeffJc}er?f= Jw^l
I M I M I I I I
I

Mechanical Analysis of Sand
Test No. y^^ _ A/vou/?t o/7a/i/z6>^ ^ 33^Q-j^/'a/7ps
FinjJ _Gray8l
AnoJi/zed by __s
Dafeafc^/lec/Jof7_^M>'_ ii, _i908_.
Date ofa/7a/j/s/s
/~?e/7?0/'A'S
_ ^iiPp.li3 Jtaki2.n_frQni_
_
test _in 8-_in. J3ipe_.
No. Cra/r?6 rSrce/?!
6 5.47 85. 5 86, 5
10 01 50. 5 51. 5
20 1, 05 0,4 0. 4
24 0. 85 , 2o 0. 26
50 0. 62 0. 2C 0. 20
bO 0. 29 0. 1£ 0. 16
. 74 0. 19 0. 1 0. 10
-
Voids_=_36._0'^
L ffecti

Mechanical Analysis of Sand
run_ witlL Hofiman _sand..
YQils_=_38.J.^/^
Test No. PGg. _ Amoufpt o/7a/j/z6>c:^ = loo^ 8 ipra/TPs
6o/T?p/e fro/77
Jin^ J3-rav^l
AnoJi/zed by _jl
Dote ofa/7a/(/s/s
07eve
No. /77/77 r^rc€/7t
6 3.47 87. 8o,4
10 2.01 0<d. O 32.4
20 1.05 1. 7 1. 7
0. 62 0,9 0. 89
50 0. 29 0, 3 0. 29
Effect!
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Mechanical Analysis of Sand
lesr No. _
6o/77p/e fro/n
Coarse_Grav6l
Ano/i/zed by
Dole C6^/lecl/o/?
Dote ofa/7o/i/sls
f^e/VOfAs
_
packed .around Cook
_ i^a. _2P _be fo ra _run^ .Gary _sandj.
_Vpids_ J.qps3_ J^_42._7f
£aGk_9d zz 40? 07^
O/ei/e
No. rerce/?!
4 S.47 rjlO. 7 86. o
6 6, 47 11.;^ 'i. 6
10 01 0. 3 0. 8
50 0. 53 0. 1 0. 4
ctive s/ze =- 4j^ib_/77/77. U/7/formily c^oeff/c}er?f- JX^^^
' '
» t r—1
—
1 r ' 1 1 1 < 1
1
I I T 1 "TTTT
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1
1
fill 1 II 1 11 1 1 "T rr
PS ^?
r
-I
70 i
60 1 1 1 1 III!
1 1 1 1 1 1 II TOT 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 Lh
/
7,0
=K
20 ^
1 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II II 1 I 1 1 1 Mil 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
—
^
—
/ 1 1 1 1 Ll_l_)-1 III) II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II \/\ 1 1 1 1 1 1
/^.^
_i24
aa
'3/7 r /7 ///V r?ete
o./. ^
1 llP III? ! 1 T
<*\
1 1 ir
Q
lll'P 1 1 1 r: 1 1 5

Mechanical Analysis of Sand
Test No. _G5^_
6o/7?p/e fro/7?
.
Coarse _Graye 1
AnoJ(/zed
Do/e ofCo//eclJof?_ A\x^ ._ 5 ,_ 1908 ._
/^o/e ofa/7o/j/s/s
f?e^O/As
_
Stynjile taken_aft^r
slqw_ruii_ wilh_Cpqk J'lo._20_j
-£ra.ry _sandj
__V^Lds. ^ Zi^%.
{5/eve
No. mm
An?oi///l/^SS/V70
Crof/??6
4 60h. 83.
6 6. 47 14o. 6 19.8
10 2. 01 126. 1 17. 4
20 l,Oip 122..
6
16. 9
50 0. 62 116. 9 16. 1
bO 0. 29 107. 5 14,8
. 74 0. 19 61. 1 8. 45
Effective s/ze =. Oj. 2 1_ /77/77. L//7/for/7? ily coeffic}er?f=^ Jt^j, 2
'""I ' " I I Ml IIITTTI

53
Mechanical Analys/s of Sand
Test No. i3% _
6o/7?p/e from
CoaTS3_Grav9l
AnoJ^zed Jby o
Do/e ofco//ecfJo/?
Dote ofo/7a/i/s/s
F?e/7?Or/fS _P ack^cL around_ GpoX.
_No j_ 20_ aft er _a_run_'vvi th_ G;ary_
_
-SSLAd,
Voids - <d4.
O/eve
No.
3 . 7 31.
3. 47 175,
-\ r-
iOO . 'O
2. 01 lob. 1 O Q1 . O
'^ ^.
X . - 113. 7 10.
O Z) i 'i'J . 't 17.3
bO ^> - n 123. 8 1 3
.
.
74- 77. 3
Effective s/zie ^o^\3_rn/77. O/?/formify ^oefficier?f= J^^^.^^

Mechanical Analysis ofSand
Test No. .aQ4_ Amou/7t o/7a/i^zed ^v^j>^z_ jpz-o/rps
6o/7?p/efrom
Co4J'se_ gravel
AnoJi/zed by __3
Dole ofcollecljo/7_ aa^ _i9Qa.
Dote ofo/?o/j/sls
run v.'ith Hoffman sand.
Voids = 42, li
Lffective s/z.e 8_/77/77. L/t7/formily coeffJc}e/7t=^i^^3-
1 1 1 1 Trrr —I"
1 I
T
1 1
T
1
T
1
1 1 II
1 1 1
1
1 ITI'Mil "I'lTr—
1
—
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
a, o
7n
60 1 M 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 nil till 1 1 1 1 /
30
4-n
7,0
20 ^
JO .... Mil II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 II II II 1
1
1 /
^
\ 1 1 1
—
—
-^—^
^ ;^
/ 1 II 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II Mil 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
H
0.3
a a,
r /' 7 At/ //// r7ete rs
Of- ^
1 wi iiir 1^ 1"^ 1 i 1 1 1 ir III? \\\% 1 1 5
No. /7?/77
A/7?Ol//7t/^S6/O0
Gror/r76 rBrce/7t
4 s.47 101. 82.
6 .5, 47 9.
4
7. 7
10 2. 01 4.0 3.;3
20 1. 05 2.9 2.4
24 0, 85 2.5 r 2.
^0 0. 62 2. 1. 7
.
bO 0. 29 1.1 0,9
74 0, 19 0, 8 0. 65

55
Mechanical Analysis of Sand
Test No. Amouf?t o/7ai/i^za^ =^ _7j^^8_ jpz-a/TPs
\5o/77p/G fro/7? horizontal .section
_p f _di scharg^8_jDij2 e..
AnoJi/zed /hi/ __3
Dale afc{?/leclJo/?_^jL^_ i908._
Dote ofo/7o/i/sls
Ffe/7?ar/rs
Voids not detsrmined.
ve ^/ze =. /T?/77. 0/7/formily coeffJc/er?f=i
' 'III 1 II 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1
1
TT7J rr
1 1 1 11 II 1 11
1
1 1 1
1
1
1 -J-'TT TT
Q W
T-
^0 . • 1 1 1 i 1 II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II MM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4-n
—
=K
20 ^
10 .... 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
—
—
' 1 . . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II Mil II 1 1 1 1 1 1
aa
///Jr /a7 Mi r?e/ie
<?./: ^ 1 llP iiir 1 } 1 r 1 1 ir 1 1 ir
Ci
1^
1 1 r 5
5i
{5/ei/^
No.
Oepare?//^!f>
/r7m
A/77/Pl//7lfi7SS//7(?
Cra/776 r^rce/?!
10 2. 01 72. B
20 1. 05 72,8
30 0, 62 72. 7 99.9
50 0. 29 G7. 7 93,
74 0, 19 39. 1 53. 7

56
Mechanical Analysis of Sand
Test No. Amou/?f o/ya/z/ze^ =^ i^^i-jpro/TPs
6o/7?p/e /:n?/7?
AnoJi/zed by
Dole c^/lec//o/?j^-^^.
_6_, _i908^ _
Dote ofat7o/j/sls
Ffe/nor/rs
c •
No. /r?/77 r^rce/7t
oO 0. 6;j 44. 99. 8
50 0. 29 ;59. 7 90.
74 0. 19 20. 1 45. 6
_ Yoi d3_nQt_ deto rrulne
Lffactive s/ze =. mm. Otp/formify coeff/c/e/7t
1
—
I
—
1 1
I
I 1 1 1 1 1
1
1
[ [ I lllllll IIIIIIIM I Mil I I I I Mill
ZJL.
' fill IIL _LL
4-n
2UL
20 ^
' I L. I I I I II II ilil I I I I
-4—
I
I I l__J u 11 1
1
1 1
1
I'll
Q.3
TJ/o/7^eter /.7
JUL • ' ill n ni
3
ri II iTHiiff

Mechanical Analysis of Sand
Test No. _ s _ _ Amou/7t o/7a/i/z£>c^ = 122, i jpra/TPs
^o//?pJe fro/n jvi2U_Q.n_a.8ii._ i7_
.
_
_T_24_N,
_R_ip_Si _3r^'_
_
Ano/t/zed by __s
Dofe afco//ecf/o/?_ juiy^ i9oa._
_
a/7a/ys/s
f?e/7?orAs
Voi_ds_ = 37^95
L ffecfi
T II 1 1 1 t V 1
1 1 1 1 TFTT 1
1
1
1 1
T
1
T
1
ji 1 1
1
r
1
—1-
i 1
-r
1
T
8
7/7
60 1 II
t r
< 1 t
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 II
1
Tm 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
^0
i—
/o .... 1 yi 1
1
II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 II II III! I 1 ( 1 1
—
—
.-4—J^—
^ '^b
1^
'
•
'
I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ill Ml! 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1
_^24
aa
OA r A7 //// ^5
OJ. ^ ' 1 llP III? 1 f 1 r 1 1 IT"
Q
1 lir • 1 1 r 5
•a
No.
6efiara//^/> ^ Am^l/r?!H/56/r?Q
/77/r? Cra/?76 firce/7f
10
30
50
50
74
2. 01
1.05
0. 63
0,39
0. 19
131. 1
116. 3
104.9
54. 3
99.0
95.
Q;7,7
37.95
4. 25

Mechanical Analysis of Sand
Test Afc?
_
^_ _ Amour?t o/7a/i/zecf ^ Jfo^^jpro/??s
{5o/7?p/e frO/n cleaning, well _on _
i5ec._21^ J?24il,_R103 _3rd. _P^M._
AnoJi/zed by
Dole afc^/lecf/o/7_ _June^ _190_8. _
Dote ofa/7o/j/s/s
f?e/77or/rs
ij/ei^^
AJrt/yO. /TJ/TJ Cra/??6 firce/?/
10 a. 01 o5. 6
ao 1. 05 55, 5 99.8
50 0, Ga 55.4 99, 5
50 0. 29 5Ii. 1 95. 7
74 0. 19 as. 5 47. 7
Effecfive =, /t?/??. U/7/formily coeff/denf^
' • I 1 1 1
1 1 M TtTT T\T]nT ^111 Mil 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 I
(/
60 . . . . . , 1 II 1 1 1 1 1
1
/ 1 1 f nil 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 III Mil 1 1 1 1 1
^0
1
20 ^
/<? . ^. .... 1 f . t 1 1 1 M 1 1 1
1
II II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II Mil 1 1 1 1 1
-^-^
f ^
—
^
_l.-ut-» 1 LtXl III. II II 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Q.a
aa
r /.7 /V/ ///•/ ve/e
Of. ^ ? 1 M? 111?
<>
1^ 1^
1 \ 1 r 1 1 ir III? 1 iir M 1 1^ 1
5j

mo
/60
. 1
/20
^
'
I
ao ^
I
<0
160
20
American Well \Ndrhq
StraiNER IN Hoffman Sand
Lengft/? = 23^ J/7S.
Vo/a^6 = 37% a 32 To.
E.6. =0A2/7;./77.
&-2I-07
Head //? feet
6 6/0/2/4 22

60
180

40
'50
t
so \
Q
JO
COOH StRAI N £.R N0,2.0
IN Gary Sand
Length^ //^Jns.
VO/C/S = 38.^ To
9-2-07
A'b
Heaol //? feef
6 6/0/2 /4 /6 /e



IQO
\J60
HO ^
I
/20 \
<5i
100
80
^
%
60
40
0/ 'b"
o A
Stf^ainlr No. jo
lis HoFF/^AN Sa/vo
Le/7gff/7 = 2d //76.
3-/7-07
20
Heoo^ //7 feet
2. 4 6 Q 10 n lA- 16 18 20

40 COOH ^TRAI NELR No. /O
/N Gary Sand
30 K
£0
I
to
/o
1 r
Heaaf /'/? feet
e 10 /£ /4 J6 la 20

6^
/60
1
Coo/< Stpainlr No. e
/N HoffmanSanD
Len^fJ/ = 23 //7s.
Vo/Clf6 = 37Z 32%
El. (5. - 0.^2 mm.
8~ 20-07
i
/oo
Si
I*
60
£0
2 4 6 a 10 A<$._ jQ zo 2z

66
^0
.55
Coo^ Stf?ai N£:/? No. 6
JN Gary Sand
L engfh - // § //7s.
3-31-07
30 K
I
ao ^
/o
1/
.7^
Head //? feet
j6 a /a /2 __/4 /6 /8

67
/SO

68
Head /V7 feet
? 4 6 a /o /2 /4 /6 ja 20

69
I
Hen/ON AND HubBEL St/7A/a/e/?
No. 20 /N Gary Sand
Le/^^fh - JJ//7S.
Vo/af6 « <3a.^ To
9-6-07
s
Head In feet
£ a 10 12 /f /6 js zoEUC^bNC UlETXbEN CO.. ^rllC A&O.

ti

71
3^
so
2^
SO
I
I
Q
If
/o
JoH/\f^oN ^TRAi ne:^ No. /o
IN G-ARY Sang
Length = /j^"
^~3- 07
f ^ i
G ^ .
O A
O A
/Vo/e : The ci//sto/7ce befyvee/i
Q and ^ /s cof7sfa/7f as
the ^age reaaf/hgs
change. Curves 2 and
J m/ght we// ran so as
to g/ye a greater Q.
/ieaot //7 feet
J'^ /6 /e 20
EUGENB DIET^xJicN CO. < CHICAGO-

7/a
30 ^
Johnson Stffaincr /Vo. /o
/N Gary Sand
L e/i^f/7 - ins.
Vo/afs = <3a.^7o.
9-^-07
Head in feet
^ s JO iz n J6 JQ 20

4^
40
i
1
Si
I
JO
so I
^1
Johnson ^Straineir No. io
IN Ga r y Sand
Length = ins.
y0/0/6 = 33.^%
£.vS. - 0.14^ mm.
9-6-07
/ieoQ/ //7 feet
6 a /o /£ /-ji /6 /a

73
GAf^y Sand
Ir? a-lf7.p/pe
\/0i0/S = i38.^ %
£.6- » oj^^ /77.rr?.
U. C. - /. 66
3.0



90
SO
70
^
Fj N E. GRAV ELL
Jn a- in p/pe
Voiofs = 40%
EL. 3. - 1.7E mm.
a -//-oa.
U.C. ^ /.^^
60
K
I
5S
V)
3^7
ZO
JO
Heaaf //? feet
- 4 — 6 a 10
r


77
/SO Curved sho\a//ng the relat/on betv^leln
D/6CHARGE //V GALLONS PER MINUTE PER SQUARE
FOOT OF STPA/NER AND HEAD /N FEET OUT3/DE
STRAINER FOR VARIOUS STRAINERS /N HOFFMAN
J60 ^ SAND.

73
J80 Curves ^show/ng the relat/on between
discharge /n gallons her mjnute her square
hoot oh strainer and head in heet outside
6TRAINER HOR VARIOUS STRAINER6 IN GaRY
SAND.
6
.6^ O
2>\ Q
o-
a / a j£ ^
Head in feet
6 7 a 9 10 II IZ 13

CURVEd SHOWING THE. RELLATION BET)NLLH
0/6CHARGE A NO PRESSURE HEAD FOR
VARIOUS STRAINER6 JN HOFFMAN 6AND
(fro/?7 dota J/7 Hoffmarr's f/?es/s)
Head in feet
^ & 7 a 9/0/1/2/3 i

400
360
320
230
30
CUF?VE3 SHOWING THE /?£LA-
T/ON BETWEEN HEAD AND
DISCHARGE FOR CoDH 6rf?AINERS
WITH A/yO W/THOUT SAND
Note The form ofthe ci^rves is /o
k/7ofe(i/ /or fhefe/?£f/? of fhe slower
js yar/af)fe.
Id)
3^ VV'
Si
120 0.
.0'>
.0
0^
.
37
.50 ^0
0^
.^0
ffrt»
s9
0'-
3l
I,
81
5
k
O
CO
o
«
O
II
10
QO
cu
«
to
»0
CM
5
^
0\ 00 to

II'
I
2;
C\4
ts.
CM
6«
•0
1
N
00
cvi
62
<0
<0
15
51
t
VO
CV4
03 VO cvi

&0 Coo/f Strainer No. 20 jn F/ne Gravel
/A/ Hoffman Sand
^
Length
--/oi" August d^/^, /90&
60
CO
0-0
^
-^^7 °^-o o
o Discharge
0-0 o—o-
20 ^ o-o-
to 0-0——o—o- -o-
./ r
r-
2
Q 77/^<? J/? hours
a J 2 3 4^6
ZO
/ox Gage No.i /*= o.n^'
Discharge
Q-age No. 3 r^JJi^'
Time /r? hours
/o zo 2^



00
to
It
o
CVi
I
CM
On
<0
cu
CU
to
CO
R
I
>»
n
5^
CO
CO
!5
«0
3) NO

Coo/< StrainER No. 20 in Fine.
Gravel in Gary Sand
Length = uf August 7 f^4j9oa
Time in hours
o ^ fo 1^ 20


1^
i-
- # ^: 4. 4- ^ .,, ^
^ >
-f" >^
^ ^ -(
>• + .
-T- f.
''"
-f + *- f ^
! ^
-i- 't' ' - < ^
^ •» i ^4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
+ 4 ^. ^ ^ 4 ^
^- f ' t ^^ r + - r
^•^ J. ( f ^
-f f ^
If- -f ' ^ ^. ,^ ^ J. f
f + w 4 ^ ^ 4 ^ >
4. -1 i, ^ ^ 4^
i -f * 4 4 ..i ... i.
-+ V ^
-f- ^ 4 ^ ^
f f ^k. ,f
4 f
J-


